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CONCEPT: PATHOGENS OF THE HUMAN BODY
● Pathogen= Any small organism that can cause disease.
□ Sometimes a.k.a. microbe.
□ Three major life forms threaten humans: bacteria, viruses, and parasites.
Bacterial Pathogens:
● Bacteria are single-celled prokaryotic (no nucleus) organisms.
□ Have a cell membrane and, usually, a cell wall.
□ Usually can live and reproduce outside of cells (i.e. in the gut, extracellular fluid/blood, etc.).
● Bacteria are especially susceptible to man-made pharmaceuticals, like antibiotics.
□ Reasonably complicated organisms that are very different from human cells→lots of weaknesses to target.
EXAMPLE: Clostridium difficile infects the gut, Helicobacter pylori infects the stomach, Mycobacterium tuberculosis infects
the lungs.
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Viral Pathogens:
● Viruses are collections of DNA or RNA protected by a “protein coat.”
□ Some have envelopes of membrane stolen from host cell.
□ No cells of their own—must infect host cell and use its resources to reproduce.
-Some lyse host cells—fill with new virus until host cell bursts. Others don’t.
● Simple life cycle and intracellular location makes viruses very hard to treat pharmacologically.
□ Very few “antiviral” medicines.
-Those that exist target different parts of reproductive cycle.
EXAMPLE: Influenza infects the upper respiratory tract, HIV infects T cells and other immune system cells.
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Parasitic Pathogens:
● Parasites are relatively larger multicellular organisms that live inside host body (but usually not cells).
□ Use host as a supplier of food, nutrients, shelter, etc.
□ Definition typically includes protozoa, helminths (worms), and some fungi.
EXAMPLE: Plasmodium falciparum causes malaria, Ascaris worms live in the gut.
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PRACTICE 1: Escherichia coli is a pathogen that causes urinary tract infections (among other types of infections). It is a
prokaryote with a cell membrane and a cell wall. Which of the following correctly describes E. coli?
a) Bacterium.
b) Virus.
c) Parasite.

PRACTICE 2: Ascaris lumbricoides is a species of helminths (worms). They infect the gut, usually in patients who have
spent time in developing countries. Which of the following correctly describes Ascaris?
a) Bacterium.
b) Virus.
c) Parasite.

PRACTICE 3: A certain pathogen (whose name gives away the answer) has a protein coat around an RNA genome. It
infects cells in the GI tract of its host and causes nausea/vomiting. Which of the following correctly describes this pathogen?
a) Bacterium.
b) Virus.
c) Parasite.
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CONCEPT: ANATOMY OF THE IMMUNE “SYSTEM”
The Immune “System:”
● Immune System is the __________ of cells and tissues that identifies and attacks foreign cells or molecules in the body.
□ Not really a “system”—various cells and tissues spaced throughout and circulating around the body.
□ Lymphoid and Lymph Tissue also used to describe parts of the immune system.
● Two “primary” tissues of the immune system: bone marrow and thymus gland.
□ Bone Marrow is at the center of bones—especially the large ones—where immune cells are made.
□ Thymus Gland is in the lower neck/upper chest. Where some immune cells mature/develop.
● “Secondary” immune tissues are where immune cells aggregate to encounter and fight pathogens.
□ Spleen behind the stomach.
□ Lymph Nodes spread throughout the body (e.g. in the neck, armpits, etc.)
● “Diffuse” immune tissues are other, smaller aggregations of cells.
□ Tonsils in the back of the pharynx (throat).
□ Gut Associated Lymphoid Tissue (GALT) throughout the digestive tract.
□ Other aggregations in the reproductive tract, urinary tract, respiratory system, etc.
EXAMPLE: Anatomy of the immune/lymphoid system.
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CONCEPT: CELLS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
Names and Functions of Immune Cells:
● Immune system job performed by an army of cells with different names, structures, and functions.
□ Naming and categorization are crazy—many have multiple names based on appearance or function.
● Some jobs that a given immune cell may have (many have 2+ jobs):
□ Phagocytosis- “_________________” and destroy foreign cells.
□ Release cytokines—signaling molecules that ________________________ other immune cells.
-Cause inflammation—pain, redness, swelling in area of damage.
-Pyrogens cause fever.
□ Antigen Presentation- Breakdown foreign cells and “present” bits of their protein on ____________________.
-“Communicates” to other immune cells what’s happening (more later).
● Leukocytes are the “white blood cells”—the cells of the immune system. 6 major categories:
□ Eosinophils attack large foreign particles, releasing harmful chemicals to kill them.
□ Basophils/Mast Cells release inflammatory signaling molecules (e.g. histamine).
□ Neutrophils do phagocytosis.
□ Monocytes/Macrophages (MΦ) do phagocytosis and antigen presentation.
□ Lymphocytes/Plasma Cells may be B cells or T cells.
-B cells produce antibodies (more later) and do some antigen presentation.
-T cells defend against intracellular pathogens (e.g. viruses).
□ Dendritic Cells are the major antigen presenting cells. Migrate to lymph nodes to present antigen to other cells.
EXAMPLE: The cell types of the immune system.
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PRACTICE 1: A certain immune cell defends the body by releasing chemicals. Which of the following could be the identity
of this cell? (Choose all that apply.)
a) Eosinophil.
b) Basophil.
c) Mast cell.
d) Neutrophil.
e) Macrophage.
f) Dendritic Cell.

PRACTICE 2: A certain immune cell defends the body by phagocytosing pathogens. Which of the following could be the
identity of this cell? (Choose all that apply.)
a) Eosinophil.
b) Basophil.
c) Mast cell.
d) Neutrophil.
e) Macrophage.
f) Dendritic Cell.
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CONCEPT: INNATE IMMUNITY
● Innate Immunity= Body parts and functions that protect the body against very general outside invaders.
□ No specificity—defends against viruses and bacteria and parasites and dirt and other stuff.
Physical Barriers of the Innate Immune System:
● Skin protects inner body parts—blood, ISF, tissues and organs—from the outside world.
□ Repels viruses, bacteria, etc., preventing them from entering.
-Breaks in this barrier—cuts, scrapes, etc.—are dangerous because they provide an opening.
□ Also includes other, more internal barriers—lining of airways, digestive tract, etc.
● Mucus is a gooey secretion made by glands in the skin (and other barrier tissues).
□ Physically traps invaders, preventing them from moving farther.
□ Has various antimicrobial enzymes that kill organisms too.
EXAMPLE: Saliva in the mouth has mucus containing lysozyme, which kills bacteria.
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Identification of Foreign Invaders by the Innate Immune System—PAMPs and TLRs:
● Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs) are molecules that very typically show up on foreign cells.
□ Do not show up on host (human) cells.
□ Not specific to any single pathogen—PAMPs show up on _______________ bacteria or many viruses.
-Parts that just don’t “look” ______________.
● Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs) are membrane receptors on immune cells that bind/recognize PAMPS.
□ Activation of PRR→activation of immune cell function (phagocytosis, cytokine release, etc.).
□ Toll-like Receptors (TLRs) are a type of PRR on some immune cells.
-TLR activation ultimately leads to inflammatory response.
EXAMPLE: TLR4 on most immune cells (e.g. neutrophils, DCs, mast cells) binds lipopolysaccharide in bacterial cell walls.
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Molecular and Cellular Defenses of the Innate Immune System:
● Phagocytes are cells that “eat,” then degrade foreign cells.
□ Neutrophils and macrophages.
● Phagocytosis is a receptor-mediated process—PAMP must bind to PRR on phagocyte to cause phagocytosis to start.
□ Opsonization is when antibodies (proteins produced by adaptive immune system; much more later) bind to a
pathogen and facilitate phagocytosis.
-Opsonins is another name for antibodies/proteins that do this.

● Natural Killer (NK) Cells are the major innate immune response against viruses.
□ Identify infected cells and cause apoptosis (cell suicide).
□ Also secrete some interferons (IFNs)—cytokines that mess with viral ___________________.
-(Various other host cells are capable of making IFNs too, when infected by viruses.)
● Complement is a family of proteins that, when activated, form the membrane attack complex (MAC).
□ Activated by PAMPs and antibodies (which are produced by the adaptive immune system; more later).
-Part of both innate and adaptive immune systems.
□ Control is very similar to clotting cascade—tons of individual
proteins activating each other.
□ MAC, once activated, literally punches holes through foreign
cells, killing them.
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PRACTICE 1: A protein called C3b is a part of the complement family. It functions in innate immunity by adhering to the
surface of pathogens; pathogens coated by C3b are much more likely to be phagocytosed by phagocytes that engulf and
kill the pathogen. Which of the following accurately describes the protein C3b?
a) Pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP).
b) Pattern recognition receptor (PRR).
c) Opsonin.
d) Interferon.

PRACTICE 2: A protein called C3b is a part of the complement family. It functions in innate immunity by adhering to the
surface of pathogens; pathogens coated by C3b are much more likely to be phagocytosed by phagocytes that engulf and
kill the pathogen. Which of the following cells are most likely to interact with C3b-coated pathogens? (Choose all that apply.)
a) Mast cells.
b) Eosinophils.
c) Neutrophils.
d) Macrophages.

PRACTICE 3: Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is an auto-immune disease in which the immune system attacks
and destroys red blood cells (RBCs). In PNH, RBCs die by lysis; that is, some part of the immune system creates holes in
the RBC cell membranes, causing them to fill with water and burst. Which part of the immune system is likely dysfunctional
in PNH and causes this inappropriate lysis of RBCs?
a) Phagocytes (e.g. macrophages, neutrophils).
b) Interferons.
c) Complement.
d) Skin.
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CONCEPT: ACQUIRED IMMUNITY I: INTRODUCTION TO LYMPHOCYTES
● Acquired Immunity= Immune cells that identify and protect body against specific, individual threats.
□ e.g. how your body identifies and kills tetanus bacteria or hepatitis viruses.
T and B Cells—The Two Major Lymphocytes:
● Acquired immunity is mediated by two types of lymphocytes: T cells and B cells.
● T cells mediate cellular immunity—kill infected cells.
□ When activated (more soon), become either cytotoxic (killer) T cells (TC) or helper T cells (TH).
-TC cells kill host cells that have become infected by intracellular pathogens (usually a virus).
-TH cells activate/recruit other ______________________ cells to strengthen the immune response.
● B cells mediate humoral immunity—produce antibodies that float around in the blood (and sometimes ISF).
□ Antibodies bind to extracellular pathogens, making them more “visible” to phagocytes.
EXAMPLE: T cells and B cells.
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Identification of Foreign Invaders by the Acquired Immune System—The T and B Cell Receptors:
● Every T or B cell has its own T cell receptor (TCR) or B cell receptor (BCR), a very specific transmembrane receptor.
□ Every TCR or BCR is specific for a single type of ligand—e.g. a protein on tetanus bacteria.
□ Each individual lymphocyte has only one type of receptor.
-e.g. a single B cell only has one type of BCR that can only recognize a protein on tetanus bacteria.
□ But, there are millions of individual lymphocytes floating around the body with millions of different receptors that
can bind millions of different ligands.
-e.g. One B cell has a BCR for tetanus, another has a BCR for E. Coli, another for tuberculosis, etc.
□ Antigen= any protein/molecule/whatever that induces an immune response, usually by binding to a BCR/TCR.
EXAMPLE: Individual B cells have different BCRs that bind different antigens.

Different
Pathogens
(or Antigens)

Different BCRs

B Cells
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Clonal Selection and Clonal Expansion—Mobilizing the (Relevant) Defenses:
● Clone= “Family” of cells that can bind to one particular antigen.
□ At birth and through life, each person has a bunch of lymphocytes with huge(!) _________________ of receptors.
□ If a person has never encountered a particular ligand, the clones that can bind it are small—just a few cells.
-Naïve Lymphocytes= Lymphocytes in a clone that has never encountered its antigen.
● Clonal Selection- A new antigen comes and activates only the cells whose receptors can bind to it.
□ Clonal Expansion- Those cells then undergo massive ___________________________.
-Generate a much larger army of immune cells specific for relevant threat from very few progenitors.
● Clonal expansion actually generates two types of cells: effector cells and memory cells.
□ Effector Cells take care of the immediate threat—B cells that make antibodies, T cells that kill infected cells.
-Short-lived—life spans of a couple days/weeks.
□ Memory Cells are much longer-lived and reproduce continuously at a low level.
-Protect body from future re-exposures to same antigen.
EXAMPLE: Vaccination purposefully exposes the body to a novel antigen, allowing the generation of effector and memory
cells from a clone of naïve lymphocytes.

Clonal Selection
&
Clonal Expansion

Naive Lymphocytes

Memory Cells

Effector Cells
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PRACTICE 1: An immunologist, as part of a research project, takes blood from a healthy, normal 21-year-old
undergraduate student and separates out the B cells. The student has not had any illnesses recently. Which of the following
accurately describes the B cell receptors (BCRs) on the B cells collected from the student?
a) The BCRs are all identical.
b) There is a little bit of variation in the BCRs, but most of them are identical.
c) The BCRs are widely varied.

PRACTICE 2: An immunologist, as part of a research project, takes blood from a healthy, normal 21-year-old
undergraduate student and separates out the B cells. The student just recovered from a bout of influenza (she just started
feeling better yesterday). Which of the following accurately describes the B cell receptors (BCRs) on the B cells collected
from the student?
a) The BCRs are all identical.
b) There is a little bit of variation in the BCRs, but most of them are identical.
c) The BCRs are widely varied.

Use the following scenario for Practice 3 and 4:
A 10-year-old boy presents to his pediatrician in January with a 3-day history of fever, sore throat, cough, and body aches.
His mother reports that three other kids in his class have had the same symptoms. The boy has not had any vaccinations
for the last 3 years.
PRACTICE 3: The doctor diagnoses influenza, a disease caused by a virus that the boy’s immune system has never seen
before. Five days later the boy has fully recovered. Which of the following cell types primarily mediated this boy’s recovery
this week?
a) Naïve cells.
b) Effector cells.
c) Memory cells.
d) Prison cells.
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PRACTICE 4: Six other children in the boy’s class get sick with similar symptoms over the coming month. Although the boy
plays Yu-Gi-Oh! with them at recess while they’re sick, he does not get sick again. Which of the following cell types primarily
protected the boy from becoming sick a second time?
a) Naïve cells.
b) Effector cells.
c) Memory cells.
d) Prison cells.
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CONCEPT: ACQUIRED IMMUNITY II: B LYMPHOCYTES AND ANTIBODIES
B Cells—Plasma Cells, Memory Cells and Antibody Production:
● B cells are produced in the bone marrow.
□ Each cell has a unique B cell receptor (BCR) specific for one ligand/antigen/pathogen.
-Every person has millions of B cells, and thus millions of different BCRs that can bind millions of antigens.
□ B cells are activated when their BCRs bind to the antigen for which they’re specific.
● Plasma Cells are made from B cells after B cells are activated.
□ Plasma Cells’ job is to make and secrete tons (thousands/second) of _______________________ into the blood.
□ Humoral Immunity=Immunity offered by these antibodies floating around in the blood.
● Memory Cells are also made after B cells are activated.
□ Handful of longer-lived, slowly-replicating cells to respond the next time the antigen is encountered.
● B cells mediate both the primary and secondary immune responses.
□ Primary Immune Response- Making antibodies to fight off infection the first time that pathogen is encountered.
-Antibodies made more ___________________ and in smaller numbers. (You’ll probably feel sick.)
□ Secondary Immune Response- Activation of memory cells to produce antibodies to fight off a previouslyencountered pathogen.
-Much __________________, more robust than primary immune response. (You may not notice.)
EXAMPLE: A plasma cell secreting antibodies.

Differentiation
& Replication

B Cell

Plasma
Cell

Secreted Antibodies
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The Structure of an Antibody:
● Antibodies (Abs)(aka immunoglobulins) are secreted versions of a B cell’s BCR.
● An antibody has two important parts: the Fab regions and the Fc region.

igen
Ant

□ Fab Region (“arms”) _______________ between all antibodies.

igen
Ant ing
n
i
B d te
Si

-Gives specificity for antigens—antigens bind here.
□ Antigen-Binding Site=end of the arm. Binds to antigen.
-“Variable” or “Complementarity-Determining” Region—every
Ab clone has a different antigen-binding site.

Re Fab
gi
on

b
Fa ion
g
e
R
Fc
Region

□ Fc Region (“stem”) interacts with other immune cells—e.g.
macrophages.
● Opsonization- A pathogen with Abs bound to it is much more ___________

Antibody
(aka Immunoglobulin)

to be attacked by a macrophage.
□ Fab binds to pathogen, Fc binds immune cell (e.g macrophage).
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Antibody Types:
● Antibodies can also be divided by class, each with (slightly) separate locations and functions.
□ IgM is the major antibody of the primary immune response (in blood and ISF).
-Made when naïve B cells are first activated.
□ IgG is the major antibody of the secondary immune response (in blood and ISF).
-Made when memory cells are activated.
□ IgA is a _____________________ antibody—gets into saliva, tears, etc.
□ IgE is associated with the gut and with allergic responses.
EXAMPLE: Different antibody types exist in different forms.
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Functions of Antibodies:
● Fab region of antibodies seek out and bind to pathogens. After that:
□ Opsonization- Pathogens with Ab bound are more easily _______________ by macrophages and neutrophils.
□ Clumping- Pathogens with Ab bound to them tend to clump together, inhibiting infection.
□ Activation of Complement- ↑Circulating Abs→↑Complement→↑Membrane Attack Complex activity.
□ Inactivation of Toxins- Some Abs bind pathogens’ toxins instead of pathogen itself, stopping toxic effects.
□ Activate Other B Cells→More Antibodies.
EXAMPLE: Opsonization of a pathogen by antibodies.
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Use the following scenario for Practice 1-4:
Will Miller is a 20-year-old college student who presents to Student Health with a three-day history of fever, sore throat, and
muscle aches. His roommate had similar symptoms last week. He did not have an influenza vaccination this year, and is
diagnosed with influenza by the student health nurse practitioner.

PRACTICE 1: Will feels better three days later. Which of the following cell types mediated this recovery?
a) Naïve B cells.
b) Effector B cells.
c) Memory B cells.

PRACTICE 2: Will’s ability to fight off the infection relied on the interaction between influenza virus and the antibodies
generated by his B cells. Which of the following parts of his antibodies interacted most directly with/bound to the influenza
virus particles?
a) Fab region.
b) Fc region.
c) Fill region.
d) Finf region.

PRACTICE 3: One month later, Will’s girlfriend gets sick with similar symptoms. Will does not get sick again. Which of the
following types of antibodies mediated this protection against a second infection?
a) IgM.
b) IgE.
c) IgG.
d) IgD.
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PRACTICE 4: Which of the following accurately describes the immune response Will’s body mounted when his immune
system was challenged by pathogens from his girlfriend?
a) Primary immune response.
b) Secondary immune response.
c) Tertiary immune response.
d) Immune over-response.
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CONCEPT: ACQUIRED IMMUNITY III: THE MAJOR HISTOCOMPATIBILITY COMPLEX AND ANTIGEN PRESENTATION
Introduction to the Major Histocompatibility Complex:
● Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is a membrane protein expressed by all body cells.
□ Two types: MHC Class I and MHC Class II, expressed by different cell types
● MHC is a “______________________________”—allows a cell to display bits of antigen protein.
1) Cell takes in some antigen protein.
2) Cell sticks that protein into an MHC molecule.
3) Cell moves MHC to the membrane to “show” other cells what antigens are inside of it.
EXAMPLE: The general pathway by which MHC works.

Antigen+MHC
(in membrane)

Antigen
Antigen
+MHC
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MHC Class I—The Defensive Maneuver:
● MHC Class I is expressed by all body cells, serves as the “window” to the _________________ of the cell.
□ Used to display antigens (some bacteria, mostly viruses) that are already inside the cytosol of the cells.
-Shows that a cell is infected.
-Communicates to immune system that this cell is infected and needs to _______________.
● Cells with antigen in MHC I will be attacked and killed by cytotoxic T cells (Killer T cells; more later) to prevent spread.
□ Presenting antigen on MHC I is a “defensive maneuver”—the cell has already lost.
EXAMPLE: The MHC I antigen presentation pathway.

Cytotoxic (Killer)
T Cell

Induces
Cell
Death

Antigen+MHC
(in membrane)

Antigen
Antigen
+MHC
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MHC Class II—Antigen-Presentation and the Offensive Maneuver:
● MHC Class II is expressed by antigen-presenting cells.
□ Antigen-Presenting Cells- Special immune cells that take in stuff from outside the cell and stick it into MHC II.
-Dendritic Cells, Macrophages, and some B cells.
□ “Window” to the outside of the cell—What invaders are floating around outside, but not in the cell yet?
-Foreign invaders purposefully brought into cell by phagocytosis to be put in MHC II.
● Antigen-presenting cells with antigen in MHC II can activate Helper T cells, which will begin enhancing immune response.
EXAMPLE: The MHC II antigen presentation pathway.
Activate More
Immune Response

Antigen+MHC
(in membrane)

Helper T Cell

Antigen
Antigen
+MHC

Phagocytosed
Antigen
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PRACTICE 1: Influenza is a virus that infects respiratory epithelial cells. If a cell is infected by influenza, in which of the
following MHC classes will bits of influenza antigen be presented?
a) MHC I.
b) MHC II.
c) MHC III.
d) MHC IV.

PRACTICE 2: Mycobacterium tuberculosis causes tuberculosis by living inside of the lungs, though it does not cause
intracellular infections. An immune cell phagocytoses and presents bits of M. tuberculosis in its MHC. Which of the following
most identifies both the type of cell that has phagocytosed and presented this bit of M. tuberculosis and the type of MHC in
which it is presenting the M. tuberculosis antigen?
a) Epithelial Cell | MHC I.
b) Epithelial Cell| MHC II.
c) Antigen-Presenting Cell | MHC I.
d) Antigen-Presenting Cell | MHC II.
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CONCEPT: ACQUIRED IMMUNITY IV: T LYMPHOCYTES—CELL-MEDIATED RESPONSES AND CELLULAR IMMUNITY
● T cells mediate “cellular immunity.”
□ 2 kinds: Cytotoxic (Killer) T cells and Helper T cells.
Cytotoxic T Cells:
● Cytotoxic T cells (Killer T cells; TC) induce the _________________ of body cells infected by bacteria or virus.
□ Bind and interact with MHC I on membranes of infected cells.
● CD8+ T Cells is another name for TC cells.
□ CD8 is a membrane protein on TC cells that interacts with MHC I.
-CD8 can only interact with MHC I (not MHC II)—gives specificity of Tc cells to cells expressing MHC I.
-Rule of Eight- CD8+ T cells interact with MHC I (8×1=8).
● TC Cells use their T Cell Receptor (TCR) to bind to MHC I with antigen in it and become activated.
□ Once activated, TC cells use perforin to make hole in cell membrane and inject granzymes.
-Granzymes induce apoptosis—“programmed” cell ___________________.
□ Defensive maneuver—kill and clear infected cells to prevent spread of infection.
EXAMPLE: Interaction between TC cells and MHC I on an infected body cell.

Cytotoxic (Killer)
T Cell

Induces
Cell
Death

Antigen+MHC
(in membrane)

Antigen
Antigen
+MHC
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Helper T Cells:
● Helper T cells (TH) __________________________ the immune response.
□ Activated by binding to MHC II on membranes of antigen-presenting cells (e.g. dendritic cells).
● CD4+ T Cells is another name for TH cells.
□ CD4 is a membrane protein on TH cells that interacts with MHC II.
-CD4 can only interact with MHC II—gives specificity of TH cells to cells expressing MHC II.
-Rule of Eight- CD4+ T cells interact with MHC II (4×2=8).
● TH Cells use their T Cell Receptor (TCR) to bind to MHC II with antigen in it and become activated.
□ Once activated, TH cells secretes cytokines and activate other immune cells (macrophages, B cells, TC cells).
-Cytokines attract other immune cells—e.g. macrophages—to the site of infection.
□ Offensive maneuver—identify the invader, begin preparing rest of immune system for the fight.
EXAMPLE: Interaction between TH cells and MHC II on an antigen-presenting cell.
Cytokines

Helper T Cell

Attract
Immune Cells
Activate B cells,
macrophages,
TC cells

Antigen+MHC
(in membrane)

Antigen
Antigen
+MHC

Phagocytosed
Antigen

EXAMPLE: Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infects and kills TH cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells.
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PRACTICE 1: Influenza is a virus that infects respiratory epithelial cells. If cell infected by influenza presents influenza in
MHC, with which type of T cell will this cell’s MHC interact? (Choose all that apply.)
a) Helper T cell.
b) Cytotoxic T cell.
c) CD4+ T cell.
d) CD8+ T cell.

PRACTICE 2: Mycobacterium tuberculosis causes tuberculosis by living inside of the lungs, though it does not cause
intracellular infections. An immune cell phagocytoses and presents bits of M. tuberculosis in its MHC. With which type of T
cell will this cell’s MHC interact? (Choose all that apply.)
a) Helper T cell.
b) Cytotoxic T cell.
c) CD4+ T cell.
d) CD8+ T cell.
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